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Harmonic Balance-Based
Approach for Quasi-Periodic
Motions and Stability Analysis
Quasi-periodic motions and their stability are addressed from the point of view of differ-
ent harmonic balance-based approaches. Two numerical methods are used: a generalized 
multidimensional version of harmonic balance and a modification of a classical solution 
by harmonic balance. The application to the case of a nonlinear response of a Duffing os-
cillator under a bi-periodic excitation has allowed a comparison of computational costs 
and stability evaluation results. The solutions issued from both methods are close to one 
another and time marching tests showing a good agreement with the harmonic balance 
results confirm these nonlinear responses. Besides the overall adequacy verification, the 
observation comparisons would underline the fact that while the 2D approach features 
better performance in resolution cost, the stability computation turns out to be of more in-
terest to be conducted by the modified 1D approach
1 Introduction
Multifrequency dynamic behavior is a feature of many techni-
cal systems. Difficulties arise when these systems feature nonlin-
ear properties. This is typically the case of multiple input systems
or systems with internal resonances, in particular, electronic cir-
cuits [1,2] or mechanical systems such as multiple-rotor systems
[3–6].
One of the fields of interest concerning these systems is their
steady-state behavior. The direct time solution of related equation
systems is often too costly. Several approaches exist to study the
steady-state response of nonlinear systems: methods of multiple
scales aiming the research of consecutive approximations to the
exact solutions [7], methods of harmonic balance [8–13] provid-
ing a projection of the sought solution on the harmonics of a basis
sine function, and shooting-type methods [14] seeking the initial
condition located on a steady state trajectory of the full system.
Once the periodic solution is found, its stability is quite straight-
forward to obtain through the classical Floquet monodromy ma-
trix [15]. In 2006, Dunne and Hayward [16] presented the split-
frequency harmonic balance method. This approach offers an
algorithmic optimization when the addressed systems are under
periodic excitation composed of several frequency components,
which are multiples of the fundamental one, in order to split the
low- and high-frequency response processing.
Common methods of steady-state solutions are not valid when
it comes to multifrequency systems with nonlinear properties
undergoing quasi-periodic motion. However, by introducing the
concept of the multidimensional time and frequency domain these
techniques can be generalized.
In 1981, Chua and Ushida [1] presented a generalization of the
harmonic balance method in application to multifrequency electri-
cal circuits. Nonlinear terms have been processed by the trigono-
metrical collocation-type procedure. In 1983, Lau and Cheung
[17] adjusted this method to an incremental harmonic balance for-
mulation. This method was further developed by Kim and Noah
in 1996 and 1997 by coupling it with an alternative time-
frequency domain (AFT) approach and using the FFT [18,19]. In
2004, Pusenjak and Oblak [20] presented a multidimensional har-
monic balance method with arc length continuation. The work of
Schilder et al. in 2006 [2] has provided an overview of two var-
iants of frequency-domain methods based on the averaging
approach: semidiscretization and full-discretization, implying the
FFT-processing over one single dimension or all of the dimen-
sions of the torus representing the multidimensional period. In
2009, Akgu¨n et al. [21] realized a symbolic algorithm for studying
the quasi-periodic systems. A good agreement is observed with
the time marching simulations, however, this algorithm is limited
to nonlinearities allowing a symbolic Fourier transform. Several
methodological issues have also been considered, as by Guskov
et al. in 2008 [22], for semianalytical Jacobian computation
approaches.
Recent works began showing applications of multidimensional
harmonic balance to real mechanical systems. Namely, in 2005,
Legrand [23] studied rotor-stator interactions in aircraft engines.
In 2007, Guskov et al. [6] presented an analysis of a nonlinear
dual rotor-bearing system under multiple unbalances excitations.
In 2004, Laxalde et al. [24] addressed the case of excitation pres-
ent in multistage bladed disk systems using the multidimensional
time-frequency framework.
The stability study of quasi-periodic motions requires a specific
approach. In 1985, Kaas-Petersen proposed and then developed a
shooting-based approach, implying the use of higher order Poin-
care´ maps, corresponding to a conceptual generalization of the
monodromy matrix [25–27]. This approach was later applied and
numerically improved by Kim [18,28].
The present work presents a comparison between two fre-
quency domain approaches in application to a Duffing oscillator
under quasi-periodic excitation due to two incommensurate exci-
tation frequencies. The approaches we have used are a generalized
multidimensional harmonic balance technique and a classical har-
monic balance used with a rounded ratio between the excitation
component frequencies. In the following, the first technique will
be denoted as the multidimensional harmonic balance method
(MHBM) while the second one will be called the adjusted har-
monic balance method (AHBM). These two methods are com-
pared, especially from the practical point of view, such as, for
instance, algorithmic issues or a stability study. In particular, a
simplified approach to the stability evaluation of quasi-periodic
motions is elaborated based on the AHBM.
2 Numerical Method: Generalized Harmonic Balance
The systems addressed in this study are derived from the system
of simultaneous second order differential equations, such as for
structural dynamics, leading to the following matrix equation of
size n
M€xþ D _xþKxþ fNLðxÞ ¼ gðtÞ (1)
where M, D, and K stand for mass, generalized damping, and
stiffness matrices, respectively, x, fNL, and g denote generalized
displacements, nonlinear terms, and excitation vectors, respec-
tively, and n is the number of degrees of freedom.
Mechanical systems are often subject to a periodic excitation
which may be represented as a Fourier series
gðtÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
~ck cos kxtþ ~dk sin kxt (2)
The steady-state response to such excitation is often sought in an
analogous form
xðtÞ ¼
X1
k¼0
~ak cos kxtþ ~bk sin kxt (3)
Here, the tilde sign ð~Þ is used to denote the frequency domain
variables. The presence of a particular frequency makes it interest-
ing to introduce a normalized time variable
s ¼ xt (4)
A number of applied methods exists for extracting motions of the
form (3); the harmonic balance is one of the most widespread.
The numerical method of this work is based on the classical
harmonic balance method; a summary of this approach is first
given in order to introduce main concepts. The modifications of
this method are then realized in order to adjust them to the
addressed problematics.
2.1 Classical Harmonic Balance. In the following, we will
hold to the notations analogous to those of Puseniak et al. [20].
Thus, the inverse descrete Fourier transform (2) will be denoted
by means of the matrix T(s) composed of sines and cosines up to
order N, which produces NH¼ 2Nþ 1 harmonic components
xðsÞ ¼ TðsÞ~x (5)
where the vector ~x (size, NHn) is composed of the components of
~a and ~b in accordance with T.
The substitution of the approximation (5) in the equation of
motion (1) yields
x2M
@2T
@s2
~xþ xD @T
@s
~xþKT~xþ fNLðT~xÞ  T~g ¼ 0 (6)
To eliminate the time variable, the functions defined by Eq. (6)
can be projected on the same trigonometric basis given by the T
matrix
ð2p
0
TT x2M
@2T
@s2
~xþ xD @T
@s
~xþKT~xþ fNLðT~xÞ  T~g
 
ds ¼ 0
(7)
This corresponds to a Galerkin-type procedure with trigonometri-
cal functions constituting T simultaneously used as trial and
weight functions. With this choice, the periodicity boundary con-
ditions are automatically satisfied.
The projection (7) results in a system of nonlinear algebraic
equations with ~x as unknowns
L~xþ ~fNLð~xÞ  ~g ¼ ~r ð¼ 0Þ (8)
Here, L stands for the linear part of the equation (dynamic stiff-
ness corresponding to each harmonic component)
L ¼
ð2p
0
TT x2M
@2T
@s2
þ xD @T
@s
þKT
 
ds
¼
Lf0g 0 … 0
0 Lf1g … 0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0 … LfNg
2
6664
3
7775 (9)
Lf0g ¼ K; Lfjg ¼ K ðjxÞ
2M jxD
jxD K ðjxÞ2M
 
; j ¼ 1;…N
(10)
~g and ~f correspond to excitation and nonlinear terms
~g ¼
ð2p
0
TTg ds; ~fNLð~xÞ ¼
ð2p
0
TTfNLðT~xÞ ds (11)
and ~r is the associated residual function. The nonlinear algebraic
equation (8) can be solved by a Newton-like method.
This approach, limited to the periodic motions, can be extended
to a broader class of dynamical problems; in particular, to the
cases of multiple excitations when the frequencies are not multi-
ples of one another. We will consider the case of the steady
response of nonlinear systems to two frequency components of
excitation x1 and x2 with the frequency ratio
g ¼ x1
x2
(12)
which is not rational, thus disabling the direct use of HBM. Two
methods of the generalization of the harmonic balance are consid-
ered in this work. The first one consists of a direct generalization
of the Galerkin approach to a two-dimensional time domain. The
second approach would involve an approximation ( ~x1, ~x2) of the
excitation frequencies in order to obtain a mono-dimensional fre-
quency domain with the basic frequency x0 which would be the
greatest common divisor of ~x1 and ~x2 in which the excitation
terms would correspond to integer harmonics.
2.2 Multidimensional Time and Frequency Domain. Many
types of technical systems are known to have such a dynamical
behavior that can be represented by trigonometric polynomials
with M> 1 basic frequencies
xðtÞ¼
X1
k2ZM
~ak cosðk;xÞtþ ~bk sinðk;xÞt; x¼ ½x1; :::;xMT 2RM
(13)
Here, the vector x is the frequency basis, k¼ [k1,…,kM] stands for
the vectorial harmonic indexes and (,) stands for the dot product
ðk; xÞt ¼
XM
j¼1
kjxjt (14)
One of the approaches to such functions is to consider x(t) as an
equivalent function xðsÞ of M time variables in a M-dimensional
time domain s¼ [s1,…,sM]¼xt, 2p-periodic in each component
of the hyper-time s
xðtÞ ¼ xðsÞ ¼ xðxtÞ (15)
The time derivatives involved in such hyper-time variables are
reformulated as follows
_f ¼ @f
@t
¼ @
f
@s
@s
@t
¼ @
f
@s
x (16)
As shown by Schilder [2] in the case of M¼ 2, a change of varia-
bles allows us to display the bi-periodic motion (13) as covering an
invariant torus, which is schematically represented in Fig. 1(a). An
unfolded view of the associated time domain is given in Fig. 1(b).
To clarify the presentation, the bar sign referring to the multidi-
mensional time domain will be omitted in the following. This gen-
eralization may also be performed with the series representation
(3). The truncation to the harmonic N is carried out in several
ways. Different examples of the set of truncated indexes for M¼ 2
and N¼ 5 are shown in Fig. 2. In the present work, the third case
is used, which corresponds to the following condition
XM
i¼1
jkij  N (17)
which implies the presence of NH harmonic terms
NH ¼ ð2N þ 1Þ
M þ 1
2
(18)
It is to be observed in Fig. 2 that only half of the terms from the
range given by the inequality (17) are kept. This is due to the sym-
metry of the Fourier transform of real periodic functions.
The previously described harmonic balance method can be
extended to multifrequency systems through a direct generaliza-
tion, according to the multidimensional concepts.
2.3 Generalized Harmonic Balance. By substituting the
harmonic representation (13) into the equation of motion (1) and
by projecting it on the same harmonic functions by a Galerkin
procedure analogous to Eq. (7), we obtain the harmonic balance
equation similar to Eq. (8)
L~xþ ~fNLð~xÞ  ~g ¼ ~r ð¼ 0Þ (19)
where L is modified for the new harmonic contents considered
L ¼
Lf0g 0 … 0
0 Lfk1g … 0
..
. ..
. . .
. ..
.
0 0 … L
fkN
H1 g
2
6664
3
7775 (20)
Lf0g ¼K; Lfkjg ¼ Kðkj;xÞ
2M ðkj;xÞD
ðkj;xÞD Kðkj;xÞ2M
 
;
j¼1;…NH1
(21)
The AFT approach can be generalized by the use of M-dimen-
sional FFT in order to apply it to the M-dimensional hyper-time
period.
2.4 Mono-Dimensional Approximation for Multiharmonic
Problems. We will now develop an approach based on an
approximation of the multifrequency problem for the case of
M¼ 2 by a system founded on the frequency x0 which is the
greatest common divisor of ~x1 and ~x2
x0 ¼ ~xi
pi
; i ¼ 1; :::; M; pi 2N (22)
In the case of M¼ 2, we have
p1
p2
¼ ~g  g (23)
providing a fair estimate of g when possible, and ð ~x1; ~x2Þ provide
an approximation of (x1, x2). In the following, this approach will
be denoted as the adjusted HBM (AHBM).
Fig. 1 Multidimensional time domain concept
Fig. 2 Harmonic indices sets (M 5 2, N 5 5)
For this method, the trigonometrical representation response x
would differ from Eq. (3)
xðtÞ ¼
X1
ðk1 ; k2Þ2Z2N
~ak1k2 cosðk1p1 þ k2p2Þx0t
þ ~bk1k2 sinðk1p1 þ k2p2Þx0t (24)
because the spectrum of the motion sought by this method would
not necessarily contain all the components kx0 with k 2NpN for
some given N with max(p1, p2). Only those corresponding to
the combinations of the excitation terms (k1p1þ k2p2)x0 with
ðk1; k2Þ 2 Z2N would be considered. Furthermore, in the case of
the rational approximation (23) [several terms of the decomposi-
tion may be superimposed and thus only one of these terms is
kept. This issue is illustrated in the example below; see Table 1
and Fig. 4.
This issue can also be interpreted in terms of small denomina-
tors arising in the case of multiple frequency systems, which is
mentioned by Kaas-Petersen in the context of Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser theory [27]. The approximation of the frequency
basis by a set of frequencies admitting a rational proportion with a
relatively small denominator makes the consideration of the
higher terms of the multiple Fourier series inaccessible. Strictly
speaking, the numerical representation of an irrational frequency
ratio, used in the MHBM approach is also necessarily rational,
however, the error thus induced is far below the sensitivity of the
computation, especially that of the discrete Fourier transform.
Therefore, to approach the limitations of such a representation,
one would require a very large number of harmonic terms to take
into account and, correspondingly, a very large number of points
in the time discretization.
2.5 Path Following: Arc Length Continuation. To ensure
the proper path following on the response curve, an arc length
continuation similar to that of [20] is used. It consists of control-
ling the length of the curvilinear step Ds along the response curve
~xðÞ. To this end, the solution of the nonlinear equation (19) is
coupled with an arc length continuation condition
x

 jþ1
 ~x

 j

2
Ds2 ¼ 0 (25)
Here,  is the control parameter and the superscripts j and jþ 1
denote the number of considered consecutive points on the
response curve. The step size Ds is adjusted according to the con-
vergence of previous steps.
The expression (25) provides an additional equation to the sys-
tem (19) so that one can determine the value of . In our study,
the control parameter is equal to x1.
3 Stability
Usually, the stability of periodic motions is studied by using the
Floquet theory, which consists of computing the eigenspectrum of
the monodromy matrix. The latter expresses whether the Poincare´
map is contracting (asymptotic stability) [7]. This approach, suita-
ble for the AHBM periodic approximation, is first presented. This
would also allow us to introduce the terms required for the
second-order Poincare´ map description, used for the bi-periodic
motions stability study [18,25,29], as they are issued from the
MHBM.
Usually, the Floquet monodromy matrix is computed from the
integration of the perturbation system [7]
_y ¼ By (26)
over the time period [0,T]. Here, y is the state-space representa-
tion of the perturbation motion around the reference solution xo
being tested and B is the associated matrix of the perturbation
system
y ¼ x x
o
_x _xo
 
; B ¼ 0 I
M1 Kþ ½@fNK@x xo
 
M1D
 
(27)
Such an integration is conducted for 2n linearly independent ini-
tial conditions y0i thus providing a basis fyig in the space of solu-
tions of Eq. (26). This basis is grouped in the matrix
UðtÞ ¼ ½y1ðtÞ; :::; y2nðtÞ (28)
called the fundamental matrix. The initial conditions are
commonly chosen in order to have Uð0Þ ¼ I. The monodromy
matrix itself is defined as the matrix of transition over the
period T
Q ¼ UðTÞUð0Þ1 (29)
The spectrum of eigenvalues of Q called multipliers determine the
stability of the studied solution.
In the case of the AHBM approach, the system has a period
To¼ 2p/xo and the conventional Floquet method may be applied.
In the quasi-periodic case, the period T is not available. However,
a matrix analogous to Q may be defined in the framework of the
multidimensional representation. Figure 3 gives a schematic over-
view of an approach based on an extension of the Poincare´ section
concept. This generalization consists of the interpolation of the
Floquet transition matrix for the perturbed system, sampled over
the instants tq(1) ¼ qT1 with the T1¼ 2pq/x1 period with respect
to the first time scale, which yields the Poincare´ map P1 based on
the section of the trajectory by the plane R1 (s1¼ 0), as shown in
Fig. 3(a), thus furnishing an approximation of the torus section by
R1 (Fig. 3(b)). An interpolation over the named points would pro-
vide an approximation of the value of the limit of this matrix in
t1(2) ¼ 2px2, which would correspond to a full cycle over the sec-
ond time dimension and have the stability properties analogous to
those of the monodromy matrix. The procedure thus consists of
approximating the section by the plane R2 (s2¼ 0) of the trajec-
tory’s section by R1 (see Fig. 3(c)). The interpolation of P2 is
illustrated in Fig. 3(d). Indeed, despite the impossibility of the
direct return to the starting point, the limit value of the transition
matrix can be reconstructed by interpolation over the points near
the start, over the values Qk ¼ UðkT1ÞUð0Þ1 [25]. These instants
provide a set of trajectory points corresponding to the first perio-
dicity (s1k¼ 2pk, phase /1k¼ 0) and to different phases with
respect to the second periodicity component (s2k¼ 2pkg, phase
/2k¼ s2k mod 2p). Interpolating these values Qk one obtains an
approximation of the second order Poincare´ map associated with
the quasi-periodic motion under consideration. The spectrum of
this matrix would determine the contracting properties of the map-
ping [18]. This procedure requires a very long time integration to
achieve convergence. For instance, in the followingexample, for
the AHBM, To¼ 10T1¼ 7T2, whereas for MHBM the integration
time providing convergence for the interpolated monodromy
Table 1 Harmonic terms number for MHBM and AHBM for the
example frequency ratio (31) and (33)
N MHBM AHBM
1 3 3
3 13 13
5 31 31
7 57 57
9 91 83
11 133 103
13 183 123
matrix amounts to 100..300T1. Thus, although the number of eval-
uated fundamental solutions (28) is the same for both frameworks,
the second order analysis turns out to be much more time
consuming.
4 Example: Duffing Oscillator
The application is carried out on a bi-periodically excited Duff-
ing oscillator, defined by the following equation
Fig. 3 Second order Poincare´ section computation schematic
€xþ 2f _xþ xþ cx3 ¼ g1 sinx1tþ g2 sinx2t (30)
with incommensurate frequencies of the excitation components
x1
x2
¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
 1:4142 (31)
and the following values for the system’s parameter
f ¼ 0:1; c ¼ 0:2; g1 ¼ g2 ¼ 5 (32)
The system (30) has been solved by multidimensional harmonic
balance up to N¼ 13 in order to obtain a solution which is con-
verged with respect to N over a significant part of the x range. An
adjusted harmonic balance (AHBM) solution has also been com-
puted for an approximation to the frequency ratio (31)
~x1
~x2
¼ 10
7
 1:4286 (33)
Fig. 4 Harmonic terms frequency distribution for MHBM and AHBM for the example frequency ratio in Eqs. (31) and (33)
Table 2 CPU time comparison between MHBMi (FFT 2D over i
points w.r.t. each time scale) and AHBMi (FFT over i points) for
the example frequency ratio (31) and (33): mean computation
time per point of the response curve calculated with the use of
MATLAB
N MHBM256 MHBM32 AHBM512 AHBM1024
1 2.15 0.065 1.42 8.92
3 7.13 0.40 5.36 25.1
5 18.4 1.92 12.2 61.94
7 31.7 5.70 26.3 117.3
9 54.7 13.6 42.9 220.3
11 144.3 36.8 86.4 246.8
13 260.6 63.4 150.9 367.9
Fig. 5 Response of the Duffing oscillator (Eq. (30)) to each har-
monic component of the excitation taken separately (Euclidean
norm of the harmonic solution ~x)
Fig. 6 Response curves for N5 13 by the AHBM and MHBM
which corresponds to a 1% accuracy and yields x0
¼ 0.1x1¼ 0.14286x2. The number of harmonic terms involved in
each case is presented in Table 1. This quantity corresponds to the
number of unknowns in the nonlinear equation system (19). As
illustrated by Fig. 4, for small N (e.g., N¼ 5, Fig. 4(a)), the har-
monic contents used by both methods are similar and have the
same size. For higher N, the AHBM frequency components tend
to fill the frequency domain uniformly (see Fig. 4(b)), which dif-
fers from the MHBM case. The reduction of the number of terms in
the AHBM computations is due to the frequency coincidence occur-
ring between some components, such as, for instance, between
k¼ (3,8) and k¼ (4,2), both corresponding to the frequency
x ¼ ð3 10þ 8 7Þx0 ¼ ð4 10 2 7Þx0 ¼ 26x0. One
of these terms is redundant and thus, eliminated from consideration.
The AHBM strategy benefits from a simpler theoretical basis,
although it requires a higher number of FFT points due to a small
Fig. 7 Response of the Duffing oscillator (Eq. (30)) to a bi-periodic excitation on the
resonance peaks : 2D time and frequency representation
x0. Starting from N¼ 9, the number of terms used in the MHBM
exceeds that of the AHBM. This involves a reduction of the com-
putational cost for the nonlinear solution, as shown in Table 2.
However, the computational cost for the MHBM quasi-periodic
solution can be significantly reduced by making a coarser time
discretization to 32 points w.r.t. each time scale.
The response of the Duffing oscillator (30) to each component
of the excitation taken separately is shown in Fig. 5. The plots fea-
ture the principal resonance peak and the superharmonic resonan-
ces of order 3 and 5. Naturally, there is a strict similarity between
the response to each excitation component.
Figure 6 shows the response curves of the system (30) with
both excitation terms simultaneously taken into account. The reso-
nance peaks of the lowest order, i.e., for the components
k¼ (2,1), (1,0), (0,1), (1,2) are highlighted as A, B, C, and D,
respectively. The overall dynamical response magnitudes are in
very good agreement between the two methods, although a slight
frequency offset (1%) is observed for the second peak, due to
the excitation frequencies ratio discrepancy. This difference is
absent when comparing the AHBM and MHBM using the same
g¼ 1.4286.
The behavior of the solution on these resonance peaks A, B, C,
and D is illustrated in Fig. 7, showing the system’s evolution in
the 2D time domain and its 2D spectrum. In general, these plots
feature periodicity with respect to each time dimension. On the
principal peaks (Figs. 7(b) and 7(c)), the fundamental harmonic of
the respective excitation term is dominant in the Fourier decom-
position. The secondary peaks feature a significant contribution of
higher harmonics, namely (2,1) for A (Fig. 7(a)) and (1,2) for
D (Fig. 7(d)).
As one may notice from Fig. 8(a), the 32 and 256 2D FFT
points sampling yields the same response curve, which means that
32 points are sufficient and for finer sampling the MHBM is not
sensitive to the time discretization. It is to be emphasized that
when it comes to 2D FFT, the transform is computed with respect
to both dimensions; thus, for instance, a 256 point 2D sampling
corresponds to a double 256 point FFT over a 256 256¼ 65,536
point 2D time domain. In a similar manner, the 32 point 2D dis-
cretization actually involves 32 32¼ 1024 points, which
explains why these results remain comparable to the AHBM solu-
tion based on 512 or 1024 FFT points.
The convergence, with respect to the harmonic order N dis-
played in Fig. 8(b), shows that the response curves for N¼ 9 and
N¼ 13 are superimposed and thus, N¼ 13 corresponds to a con-
verged solution.
A comparison of computational cost, depending on the chosen
method, is given in Table 2. It should be noted that as long as the
Fig. 8 Response of the Duffing oscillator (Eq. (30)) to a
bi-periodic excitation: MHBM convergence study
Fig. 9 Stability results for the Duffing oscillator (Eq. (30))
under bi-harmonic excitation (— response curve,  stable)
sampling rate is similar, the calculation duration remains of the
same order. However, the MHBM allows a much lower FFT dis-
cretization since the actual number of points used in the computa-
tion is the square of the discretization number, so it features a
considerable advantage in the computation speed.
The stability results are presented in Fig. 9. Both methods yield
quite similar results. Two features of these plots are of interest.
First, the left sides of the main resonance peaks contain instability
zones (such as in case of the first peak, 2.2<x1< 2.8). These
instabilities correspond to period-doubling-type bifurcations for
both solution approaches. Although the results are similar, the
AHBM 1D approach to the stability is more practical because of a
much faster and simpler realization and the shorter time integra-
tion required.
Several characteristic points will now be discussed in order to
illustrate the results in detail. These points are shown on the
response curve in Fig. 9 as P1,…,P5. The point P1 is situated in
an unstable zone. The points P2,…,P5 feature different responses
Fig. 10 Time marching (TM) test for several points of the response curve (Fig. 9) and respective
FFT
the same excitation (x1  2,95). The plots of the time marching
(TM) tests for these points are presented in Fig. 10. The numbers
of the considered points are given in Fig. 9. One can observe a
general resemblance of the time marching results between the
AHBM and the MHBM results. The points P2 and P5 feature a
full coincidence between the MHBM and TM. The point P1 is sit-
uated in an instability region following a period-doubling bifurca-
tion for the AHBM (Fig. 10(a)) or, for the quasi-periodic motion,
torus doubling [2] bifurcation (Fig. 10(b)). Although the overall
response level is similar for the HBM and TM results, one can notice,
on the FFT for the point P1, that on the TM response some half-
frequency components (points a and b), with respect to the peaks
computed by the HBM arise, as predicted by the stability analysis.
The TM response magnitude is close to that predicted by the
MHBM, although the waveforms are different. This discrepancy,
accompanied by the FFT plot showing different active frequency
components, is in accordance with the stability evaluation. For the
points P3 and P4, one can notice that while the HBM computa-
tions indicate some unstable solution, the TM realization is equal
to the behavior at point P5, which corresponds to a stable motion
for the considered value of x.
5 Conclusion
A generalized harmonic balance method using the AFT
approach and an arc length continuation is developed. This
method is applied to a nonlinear dynamical system under quasi-
periodic excitation with an approximation by a classical harmonic
balance solution. The response is quasi-periodic and strongly non-
linear. It puts forward the mutual influence of different compo-
nents of resonance due to nonlinear coupling. Combination
resonances are also observed on mixed components of the
response.
The stability test method, based on a generalization of the Flo-
quet approach, is applied to this problem and has allowed us to
observe period-doubling-type bifurcations on the left slope of the
principal resonance peaks. The simplified multiharmonic
approach (AHBM), based on the approximation of the frequency
basis by a mono-dimensional one, yields results similar to those
of the MHBM. The computational cost for the resolution is much
lower in the case of the MHBM. Nevertheless, for the stability
evaluation, both methods yield quite similar results while the
AHBM approach allows a classical Floquet multipliers analysis,
which is faster and is also interesting because of the simplicity
and, thus, reliability of the computational procedure.
Nomenclature
~a ¼ amplitude vector for cosine components of x
~b ¼ amplitude vector for sine components of x
B ¼ generalized damping matrix
~c ¼ amplitude vector for cosine components of g
~d ¼ amplitude vector for sine components of g
D ¼ generalized damping matrix
ej ¼ unit vector in jth direction
fNL ¼ nonlinear force vector
g ¼ excitation vector
gi ¼ excitation harmonic components
k ¼ vectorial index for multidimensional harmonic components
K ¼ stiffness matrix
L ¼ matrix of the linear part in the harmonic balance equation
M ¼ mass matrix
M ¼ number of time/frequency dimensions
N ¼ number of harmonics retained
NH ¼ total number harmonic terms
pi ¼ harmonic order of frequency components ~xi with respect to
the fundamental frequency x0 in the mono-dimensional
approximation
Pi ¼ comparison points on the response curve, i ¼ 1…5,
Q ¼ monodromy matrix
r ¼ residual vector
s ¼ curvilinear co-ordinate along the response curve
t ¼ time
T ¼ time period
T ¼ inverse discrete Fourier transform matrix
x ¼ generalized displacement vector
xo ¼ reference motion in stability analysis
y ¼ state-space representation of the perturbation around xo
c ¼ nonlinear term coefficient in the Duffing oscillator example
f ¼ damping parameter in the Duffing oscillator example
g ¼ frequency ratio
~g ¼ rational approximation of frequency ratio
 ¼ control parameter
s ¼ dimensionless normalized time variable
s ¼ hyper-time vector
U ¼ fundamental matrix in stability analysis
x ¼ fundamental frequency in mono-dimensional case
x ¼ frequency basis vector
x0 ¼ fundamental frequency of mono-dimensional
approximation
~xi ¼ commensurate approximation of xi
ð~Þ ¼ for vectors: harmonic coefficients (frequency domain)
entity
ðÞ ¼ multidimensional representation
(,) ¼ dot product
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